
RETROFITTING TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS (1) 
PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE A

CPD by Nick Heath for The Green Register 05 June 2020 
Notes by Wolfgang Küchler [italics in square brackets are WK observations]
Images by Nick Heath or from Google, where not credited directly.

Presentation by Nick Heath. About 35 people attending, architects, services engineers and 
others.

Subject - upgrading solid brick and/or stone walled buildings to reduce energy use and 
increase comfort. Typically these buildings were designed for high ventilation high fossil 
fuel use - open coal fire, sash windows etc.
  
PART A TOPICS
                            
1 CHALLENGES (and targets)

2 REGULATIONS & STANDARDS

3 RISKS

4 MODELLING & ASSESSMENT (building physics)                                                                   

5 MATERIALS

6 FUTURE STRESSES

7 SUMMARY BY WK

NH introduced the session via a case study.
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CASE STUDY: the "  Balham Retrofit  " by Prewett Bizley, 2011   

"Retrofit for the Future" grant of £150k given to help find practical repeatable economic 
solutions based on a fabric-first approach. Housing association property, terraced Victorian
house in conservation area.

• Air permeability target of 1.2m3/hr/m2 cf. 0.6-1.0 for Passivhaus 
• [and cf 3-5 for typical newbuild at best]
• Performance monitored in occupation, system delivered high quality air.
• Special gutter detail to accommodate extra thickness of new external wall 

insulation
• Roof snow retained in winter as proof of insulation.
• Historic windows replaced.                                                                                      
• Repointed brickwork in lime mortar to allow wall to "breathe" water vapour out 

better.
• Front brickwork left exposed, walls thermally drylined inside; rear overclad with 

insulated render system ["EWI"]
• Design U values for floors 0.12, loft 0.09 w/m2/degC. 

[This section  below doesn't show front wall internal insulation value and the rear wall 
EWI value looks like a decimal point typo ie would be 0.11]
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MVHR system. Big box, 2 fans, plus large ducts - essential for quality [and noise control] 
but can be a drawback in confined spaces.

Window jambs to front insulated using 40mm of aerogel. Wall insulation extended down 
into suspended floor zone ie to lap with floor insulation. Beautiful drawing by Bob Prewett:

                    

Floor joists on special thermal hangers with junctions taped to stop vapour getting out.

Main internal wall insulation is phenolic foam - moisture closed - would not be 
recommended for retrofit of solid walls today (Prewett Bizley don't use it now), except for 
special situations like some basements. 
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Stood off on battens, which probably diminishes performance slightly [but was common 
practice for levelling, and to allow for circulation and drying out of any small residual 
amounts of moisture - this was the detail used on AWW's Brunel House for example]. 

Oxygen in the cavity can also help mould to grow [along with damp and an organic food 
source such as timber or paper]

Wood fibre insulation - more commonly recommended today [mainly because it breathes] 
would be bonded directly to the wall.

Slimline double glazing for repro sash windows - 1.9 U value. [good product we used on 
Brunel but planners refused on Wilder Street]

Question asked - at what point do you need mechanical ventilation? 
NH answer - below air permeability of 5, or if moisture internally is high. Below 3 
recommend using MVHR. Good system gives better air quality than traditional ventilation.

Ducting layout for this scheme was very efficient - planned at outset by ventilation 
consultant working with the architects. Insulated where necessary.

Question asked - what does NH think of waterproof coatings to brickwork? Do they increase
the risk of interstitial condensation?
NH answer - the best "masonry creams" are vapour permeable, in theory. They do keep 
brickwork dry but are not reversible, and they don't let actual moisture out. Some wood 
fibre [internal, wall] insulation installers recommend it but NH would suggest be wary of 
those. Stormdry is BBA approved if you do need this kind of product [eg in severely 
exposed areas] but you need to pay attention to detail, including pointing first - even tiny 
holes can lead to blotches.

Question asked - batten location varies on drawing
NH answer - possibly a service void has been created in the recess.
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CHALLENGES (list contributed by the class)                                                            

• Client/ expense
• Warranties
• Heritage & appearance
• Space
• Moisture & weatherproofing
• Ventilation & indoor air quality
• Airtightness
• Thermal Bridging 
• Survey/ report information - & assessment - to be "retrofit-ready"
• Occupants

  
Client/expense: we can all learn from "top end" projects [even if we can't always emulate]
Being dry and snug is a selling point.

Warranties & design: keep strategies simple. Use experienced designers and tradespeople. 
Ensure client understanding, eg to change air filters on MVHR. 
Some structural engineers may not certify that an existing roof will stand up [Hydrock in 
Bristol are excellent in this regard, not fazed by having to judge old buildings] 
NH - this question ties in with Building Control (see below)

TARGETS (& exclusions)

• Climate change                                                                                                       
• Fuel poverty
• Health & wellbeing
• Building sustainability [ie survival]

Minimum standards can be influenced by Building Regs, planning conditions, Energy 
Performance Certificates (EPCs) and rental requirements.

EPCs are an inadequate measure of performance, but in England you need to achieve at 
least grade E to be able to rent a property out. In Scotland this will increase to D in 2025, 
C in 2030-35 - very poor.

There is concern that landlords will rush
out and do the wrong thing.

[photo right shows house in my
neighbourhood being overclad with thick
EPS while leaving old windows in place,
and not lining the reveals.
A cursory look at a couple of sales
websites showed no warnings about
detailing issues]
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REGULATIONS & STANDARDS

BUILDING REGULATIONS

Building Regulation standards for refurbishment are not very high. Exemptions for historic 
buildings often exploited. The actual wording regarding listed/historic buildings is NOT a 
recipe for doing nothing.

The new proposed Part L is accompanied by government documents on ventilation & 
overheating.

PLANNING

Protecting historic environment while supporting CO2 reduction.
"Protection" as managed evolution (NH).
Substantial harm or total loss of significance are are grounds for refusal of permission.
NPPF section 15 "actively suppports" CO2 reduction.
The reality - you can be refused permission to put PV panels on a butterfly roof (ie 
hidden). Or you can be told that "the benefit outweighs the detriment" by a different 
authority.

CLIMATE CHALLENGE

To make significant (80-90% CO2 reductions) improvements in traditional buildings.

Government target to "insulate" 1 million homes by 2020 - [has just been reached, in that 
1m homes have had at least one energy improvement measure installed between 2015 
and 2020]

Often, these measures are avoided, done badly, or have unintended consequences - which 
can lead to inaction.
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RISKS (and safeguards)

Part L1B - let it breathe; control moisture; not risk deterioration, condensation
Part F - don't make the rest of the building worse; use a robust approach

Need a whole building approach.  Typical example of what can go wrong - timber rotting 
after IWI.

Or worse: The "Preston Retrofit" -   387   homes  . 

BRE study for DECC (Colin King & Caroline Weeks 2016) - which costs £25

NH also recommended this study by Matthew Wellesley-Smith 
https://ukcmb.org/2017/10/04/avoidance-and-diagnosis-of-problems-associated-with-
internal-wall-insulation/

[have also found this article - auther KDS suggests PAS 2030 may help]

Damp problems in up to 60% of homes after external wall insulation installed. Lots of 
mould.

Partial work, big holes for flues.

No designer, poor survey [original buildings full of defects to start with] , rushed job, 
done in wet winter. 

Lack of experience, lack of oversight. Some walls were actually cavity walls, with wet, 
failed insulation. No suitable ventilation was provided.                                                      
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Kate de Selincourt
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"Insulating [solid] walls should only be done as part of a whole-house retrofit not as a 
single, isolated measure (unless other measures have previously been taken)"

From  A Bristolian's Guide to Solid Wall Insulation - which is really good.

Example of insulating a wall without upgrading windows - how do you replace them 
without damaging the (delicate and important) insulation jamb detail?

Committee on Climate Change - 
                                
A holistic approach: ‘Measures to address poor thermal efficiency, overheating, indoor air 
quality and moisture must be considered together when retrofitting existing homes’ 

in report UK Housing: Fit for the Future?

DOING IT PROPERLY

• SAFELY - minimising technical risks
• SIGNIFICANTLY - making meaningful impacts (CO2/energy/cost)
• AFFORDABLY - replicable elsewhere too

...and with residents in occupation.

Edinburgh   case study   -

600mm sandstone walls. B listed, 1820s.
Low - medium retrofit.
Secondary glazing, shutters, loft insulation.
PV in roof valleys.
Services, monitoring.
Floor insulation - using aerogel on concrete to keep levels similar [similar issue on Windmill Farm 
AWW project]
Blown insulation behind lath & plaster wall lining.
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MODELLING & ASSESSMENT

{Modelling is usually used for compliance - and often not reliable guide to performance. 
But modelling software are important part of the design toolkit. 
Assessment - of the actual buildings to be improved - their current state and the way 
they behave, any basic repairs required to make them "retrofit ready" - is crucial}

HOW TO MEASURE PERFORMANCE ? 

EPC is crude.

Measured versus predicted energy use - can be twice as much - performance gap               

MODELLING

Poor modelling is one reason.
SAP certificates show this.
Passivhaus Planning Package (PHPP) is more accurate, reflecting PH better standards 
including workmanship.

"All modelling is wrong, some is useful"  - George Box

EPCs assume all homes are in Sheffield and have east/west facing windows.  When we 
actually have a vast range of temperature and climate variations, so similar buildings can 
perform very differently.

SAP certification estimates occupancy.    

Historic Scotland has study comparing modelling systems. All differ.
SBEM comes out fairly well, compared with SAP 2005.
Some models have biases eg towards or against renewables.
Energy models are based mostly on costs.

And then there is the impact of greener electricity.

So SAP 12 calculations make electric heating more attractive.

Materials can also show significant variations within the same building element. 

Cores from the same stone wall tested showed resistivity (lambda) values varying from 
0.89 to 2.15 w/mK

Part L1A current "target" U values: 

0.18 wall
0.13 floor
0.13 roof
1.4 window
1.0 door (solid)
1.2 door (glazed)
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U VALUES OF OLD BUILDINGS  

What are typical actual values of solid walls single glazing etc? Example of unimproved 
stone Georgian house.

solid wall - SAP gives 2.1 - real wall comes out more like 1.5
single glazed windows - SAP says 4.8 real value 5.5
concrete floors - SAP gives 0.6 real value 3.6

SO improving windows and floors would make the most difference. Testing the specific 
house can influence strategy.

And modelling tools are [mainly] for compliance not design.

Historic Scotland field trials have found that solid walls are generally better than had been
assumed, so advise use less insulation, and don't expect big energy savings.

Other data available from Society for Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) and 
Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance - a study of EPCs (STBA) and UCL.

The BRE guide could be used to argue relaxing target U values in certain circumstances - 

"If elevated risk can be demonstrated, national building regulations do make an allowance
for relaxing the target U-values"
                                                                                                 
The assessor's experience and knowledge are important.

Eg the impact of alterations and extensions.
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Example: Sussex House - looks like timber frame above, but is in fact all timber, oak, from 
1800. With a brick skin (using snapped headers to make it look like Flemish bond) And yet, 
it has solid brick extensions.

You need experience to uncover, but also to analyze.  Models can't account for technical 
risk, and design and installation quality.

INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE   

Indicators of success - 

• Better energy rating 
• Lower fuel bills 
• Increased comfort 
• Number of buildings treated 

Indicators of failure -   

• Decreased air quality 
• Increased dampness 
• Condensation on & in materials 
• Mould growth 
• Health problems 
• Poor appearance 
• Impact on neighbourhood 
• Unhappy occupants 
• Unhappy neighbours 
• Decreased property value                                                                       
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RISKS

Most risks are moisture-related -

High humidity 
Condensation 
High moisture content in materials 
Frost damage 
+ cost/disruption of repairs 

Key ways to minimise risks -

Building & moisture assessment 
Maintenance 
Materials 
Comfort 
Coherence & thermal bridging 
Ventilation, airtightness & IAQ 
Detailing & workmanship 
End user engagement 
Monitoring 
UNDERSTANDING 

                                       

ASSESSMENT

BUILDING - detailed survey including

Construction, condition 
Location, orientation 
Regional & micro climate 
Past works 
Areas of thermal weakness 
Services 
Airtightness & ventilation 
All moisture issues 
Remedial / enabling works 
Survey every home                                                   

OCCUPANTS

Lifestyle 
Needs & priorities 
Awareness levels 
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MAINTENANCE

Maintenance first. Maximises chances of the retrofit performing as intended.
Effectively the first energy efficiency measure - to be "retrofit ready"

Allow enough budget for this!   
Example of old church overgrown with climbing and other plants - cost £250k just to 
remedy that.

MOISTURE

Water is the biggest enemy of buildings - they are being battered constantly.

Part C and related standards are out of date - higher levels of insulation have changed the game.

We need to retrofit for the climate in 30-40 years.

PRP research for the MHCLG. 

Moisture risk assessment - building physics

Internal and external loads.

• Vapour - internal humidity
• Liquid water on and in materials - interstitial condensation, water on surfaces
• Ice - freezing/thawing, damage to materials

Solar driven vapour diffusion ("reverse condensation") 
Sun after rain evaporates some water but also pushes some moisture into walls

Internal vapour - can be 9-15 litres (vapour) a day for a typical family. Insulation WILL 
reduce background ventilation. More use of showers will also increase vapour. 

Heating season can double the vapour pressure inside. Increased vapour pressure pushes 
moisture into any permeable fabric.
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[THE VAPOUR CONTROL LAYER DEBATE]

Vapour Control Layer (VCL) use based on BS EN 13788 - driven by historic moisture risk 
assessment methods. 

Ideal for lightweight build-ups with a capillery break behind an impermeable finish (such 
as lightweight steel or timber frame with cavity or rainscreen cladding)

Fundamentally flawed for porous exposed stone or brick.

VCL approach - "the Glaser method" - historically recommended by BS5250 and BRE Best 
Practice Insulation Guide BR262, though BS recognises its shortcomings. 

Set out in 1959 it was based on one direction of vapour travel, and steady states. 

STAB point out its deficiencies:

‘The ‘Glaser’ method … is specified as the means of dealing with interstitial condensation
problems in all of the Building Regulations in the UK. However, the Glaser method ignores
several important factors, including the transport of liquid moisture, diurnal 
temperature changes, the impact of driving rain and solar gain on the outside surface, 
and the large variation of materials’ moisture properties … Consequently the method is 
applicable only where the effects of these phenomena can be considered to be negligible’

Historic Scotland 2015 Technical Paper 15 on using hygrothermal tools to assess risks.

Co-written by Joseph Little, authority on WUFI software used in Passivhaus construction.

Vapour diffusion is not the only relevant moisture transport mechanism.

"VCLs may cause more harm than good" and should only be specified with full 
understanding of context - now stated in the pending reissue of BS5250 

SPAB with "Archimetrics" have monitored different insulation approaches over a period of 3
years. 

Two examples looked at.

1. Shrewsbury brick end-of-terrace 1820 (and older) house, with modern extension. 
60m2, 1 occupant. Fitted with 40mm wood fibre internal wall insulation and lime plaster, 
plus secondary glazing & woodburning stove.

2. Drewsteignton (Devon) granite barn, 19thC and earlier, with 50s extension. 325m2 - 
2 occupants [!]  Existing double-glazed windows - PVCU in barn, timber in extension. 
Stretch of wall in barn fitted with impermeable (foil-faced) PIR insulation plus 25mm gap 
then gypsum plasterboard & skim. 

Both fitted with hygrothermal gradient and moisture monitoring sensers, across surface 
and through depth of wall construction.
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RESULTS

Looking at sensors through the wall section.

Shrewsbury: relative humidity (RH) measured over 3 year period was consistent between 
66-83% in first year to 64-79% in the third [slight improvement also suggested] The 2nd 
figure being furthest into the wall

The responses were dynamic, the brick wall relatively thin (& needing pointing) and south 
facing - prevailing weather + solar gain. 2 peaks on days of sunshine after rain - solar-
driven vapour diffusion.

But the saturation margins [how close the air within the wall is to saturation with vapour 
ie 100% RH] were generally with in safe limits, so there was no general convergence 
between temperature and dewpoint, and less risk of moisture damage than other insulated
walls in the study.

Drewsteignton: more complex - see table (graphs not shown) -

 

                                                   
                                                   
                                                   

The inner layer became a bit dryer, the outside stayed stable but wet, but the middle of 
the wall (sensors 2 and 3) increased in humidity.

Overall there were far less fluctuations in RH for this wall. It was thicker, denser material, 
well-pointed, and faced northwest. Thus less influenced by fluctuations in the weather.

At the same time the saturation margins in the middle of the wall are narrowing year on 
year, ie it's getting closer and closer to condensation / 100%, where it's furthest away from
evaporating surfaces. The outside zones may benefit from warmer summer temperatures. 
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The general threshold for mould/fungus growth is 80% RH - only the air gap is below this, 
so there is a high chance of such growth in other parts of the wall. 

Basically the moisture can't escape on the inside as it hits the impermeable insulation - 
and the outside is often wetter anyway [and doesn't get direct sun]

It was noted that these case studies were far apart geographically. NH said there were 
more Scottish case studies which bore similar results. Generally more monitoring of 
buildings performance in use is needed.

USING WUFI

‘In elevated exposure conditions, it is recommended that condensation risk analysis using 
appropriate hygrothermal modelling software (e.g. WUFI) should be carried out by a 
competent user to assess the potential risks of installing solid wall insulation … ‘… The 
software must be used accurately for a successful outcome’ 

BRE, Designing Out Unintended Consequences When Applying Solid Wall Insulation (2016) 
WUFI - Wärme Und Feuchte Instationär - "heat and moisture non-steady state"

can simulate wall behaviour over a period of years. There is no pass or fail but you will 
receive an explanatory report alongside graph outputs.

Now recommended by BS 5250 for assessing walls with high exposure to driving rain, 
southerly orientation or absorbent masonry.

Also used to inform the Bristol Guide cited above. Looked at brick, porous stone, non-
porous stone (which is a lower risk)

Case study - house in Clifton, Bristol. Facing south-west, U value target 0.4. Used WUFI to 
look at four options - 

• mineral wool + VCL
• mineral wool + intelligent membrane
• PIR + membrane [my notes not clear on which]
• woodfibre insulation and breathable lime plaster

Data showed that the woodfibre breathable option was the only safe one in that location. 
Facing north would have been less risk.
Less insulation and less rain = less risk
More insulation and more rain = more risk

So it's an important tool.

A report using WUFI to analyse these problems was published by Arregi & Little in Journal 
of Sustainable Design & Applied Research (SDAR) 2016. 

It included this case study of a solid brick house in Dublin.
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Four scenarios - 

(a) the historic condition, lime plaster, vented timber floor, no insulation
(b) current condition - waterproof render, concrete floor with EPS and DPM under
(c) retrofit conventional option - PIR thermal board with VCL added, floor same
(d) alternative retrofit option - lime plaster, calcium silicate insulation, floor replaced 
with layer of foamed glass aggregate/insulant, lime concrete, with cork edge insulation - 
lower U value but breathable

Before modelling, tests were done on the actual wall to see how it behaved with regard to
water - absorption, movement. 

So for example when wall gets to 95% humidity the water absorption goes up vertically, as 
capillery action takes over from vapour movement.

This understanding was fed into the model and the four conditions above modelled.
               

The color-coded graphs below show the headline results, with blue representing the 
highest humidity.

                                      

                                      

                                      

                                      
You can see that the original uninsulated construction (a) nevertheless stayed dry on the 
inside, though only narrowly when it rained. 
The current condition (b) has a thin dry layer with a highly saturated wall (and floor) 
behind it, and the pinch point/ moisture bridge at skirting level is even more vulnerable.
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The mainstream retrofit (c) - not so very different from what we at AWW have been doing 
in some historic buildings over the last 10 years - has an even more saturated wall, behind 
the dry/warm barrier. That's because moisture - in the form of water vapour - can't escape
to the inside, and there is a high risk of condensation within the wall, and therefore mould
and fungal growth if oxygen and food is also available.

The breathable retrofit (d) remains dry - drier than (c) while levels of humidity within the 
wall are also kept down, mostly to 85-90% or less (the green areas). 

WUFI is not a silver bullet.

You have to know what you are doing to use the right materials from the database (skewed
towards German stones etc) and input the right weather conditions.
It's not great at ventilation, and it is very precautionary.
Failure of course means mould, rot, corrosion, with all the health & cost implications.

Case study of use of WUFI for barn conversion, done by NH's practice

17 options - turned into animations over time, based on max RH target of 80%. 
Different types of sandstone, tested absorbency, one more absorbent. Used same model on
both, decided to recommend tile hanging externally to help protect the more absorbent 
one.

Be wary of "free" WUFI analyses. Might be skewed or limited or simply wrong.

Moisture Risk Assessment & Guidance, STBA 2014 - 

"Moisture movement in buildings is highly complex"

Question - what if the existing building has cavity walls?
Answer - check it has been protected, also situation (eg exposed to persistent driving 
rain). If using EWI then you need to fill the cavity as well [this would be an issue on AWW's
Windmill Farm scheme]

Ian Mawditt is a Bristol-based ventilation consultant who has blogged about his long term 
deep retrofit project of a mid 20thC home with cavity walls on his site myfourwalls - an 
excellent resource.

Questioner has cement render on dodgy wall where the render looks like it's helping to 
hold the wall together. NH - if it can't be replaced consider using an impermeable internal 
insulation and trying to keep the wall permanently dry. Alternatively could try an 
insulating lime render on the inside which has more tolerance. 
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MATERIALS 
                   
INSULATION

• boards - oil-based (EPS PIR PF) woodfibre, hemp, calcium silicate
• rolls & quilts - mineral/glass wool, foil-faced quilts, jute & hemp products
• wet - lime plaster, cork spray, hemp lime
• blown - cellulose, mineral wool
• aerogel - sui generis

Minimise moisture-related risks.

B  oards  

PIR or phenolic foam:
Kingspan - best of this type but note can shrink and bow
Gas-filled - supposed to have [been?] off-gassed prior to supply. But monitored example of EWI still
has VOC s coming off it after years. [however it is so widely used that dramatic impacts should 
have been picked up by now]                                                              
[Useful in vapour-closed systems where these are appropriate]

Styrofoam/ XPS/ EPS - good for below ground, still important

Woodfibre - vapour permeable, low embodied energy, renewable
eg UDIspeed - can be used externally with render finish, T & G boards available which are good 
idea.

Question answered by NH on finishing - yes plasterboard is vapour permeable. But you can skim the
woodfibre boards with lime plaster.                       

Pavatex woodfibre boards offer T & G internal and external boards.
Including Pavadentro - special product for internal wall lining, can cope with uneven surfaces, easy
to use by one person/ in confined spaces.

Question - a case where lime plaster and woodfibre insulation were used inside but there is sand 
cement render outside. Does that not undermine the breathable approach? NH - good question, but
ask why the render is on, there may be a good reason, and need a revised strategy, or it could be 
taken off or replaced with a breathable render.

Question - woodfibre not appropriate in bathrooms? Supplier will advise. But calcium silicate 
products often used. 

If tiling can use Calsitherm - it is also really capillery active ie can wick moisture out. Also deals 
with the fact that bathrooms can be hot.

Rolls & quilts

Mineral wools are very vapour permeable but don't perform so well with actual moisture. They are 
not hygroscopic like wood fibre, and can also deteriorate under moist conditions.

[They do of course perform well with fire. Several case studies later in course did use these 
products]  [I also looked at multi-foil quilts - light, insulate well but very poor fire performance 
makes me nervous]
                                                                            
Jute & hemp products can be used eg to pack between timbers
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Wet   i  nsulation systems  

Diathonite Evolution is an insulating lime plaster. Normally achieves 0.045 k value but can 
go up to 0.037. [this compares with mineral wool and EPS but note that it's usually applied in 
thinner layers] [Baumit is another provider of lime plasters, we are using on Wilder Street]

Diathonite lime render has a lambda of 0.037 which compares to mineral wool.
Barn had 500 stone + 60 diathonite - U value of 0.5
if 100mm diathonite -  down to 0.35
Insulating lime plasters are alkali so resist mould

Cork-based spray on insulating render can deal well with irregular surfaces. You can leave 
it as a rough surface or skim to level [with lime plaster I presume]

Simon Lewis from Bristol said that hemp lime used as internal wall insulation is another 
"wet" product that is good at buffering humidity. 

Cumbrian example with diathonite (lime render) outside - you wouldn't know it was there.
                                                                                                        
Wet systems are popular because of their reliability & tolerance for uneven surfaces. And 
being breathable they avoid the problem of controlling DIYers who might cut into a VCL.
[but note they can take a long time to dry out after installation - see case study in part 2]

Blown insulation

Cellulose products such as Warmcel can be blown into (eg) voids behind lath & plaster 
linings to stone walls (as in Edinburgh New Town for example) [WK has some concerns about 
fire and certification, still looking into it] 

[Blown mineral wool not discussed, not generally relevant to solid wall buildings - i had this 
installed in a cavity wall that had been stone clad and overpainted, ie an attempt to keep it dry, 
and it worked well for the first years, no feedback since. But vulnerable in situations where can 
get wet]
                                                     
Window reveals & other places where you need thin insulation

Woodfibre reveal boards eg this 20 or 40mm
thick Pavatex product sometimes going by
Diffutherm name.

Aerogel (silica) can also be used, for cornices
or thinner reveals.  The Clapham Retrofit
used aerogel bonded to a magnesium silicate
board, which is breathable hygroscopic and
fire resistant, for window reveals, and for this
ground floor wall (right) below a cornice.

They also used Calsitherm between the last
joist and the brickwork, with a spacer to
create a 10mm ventilation gap to the joist.
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https://www.celticsustainables.co.uk/pavatex-reveal-board-pack-of-8/
https://www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/pdf/projects/low_impact_materials/IP14_11.pdf
https://www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/pdf/projects/low_impact_materials/IP14_11.pdf
https://www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/pdf/projects/low_impact_materials/IP14_11.pdf
https://corksoluk.com/
https://www.ecologicalbuildingsystems.com/product/diathonite-evolution


AIRTIGHTNESS MEMBRANES

"It's either a complete barrier or it's not"  Passivhaus Guide / BRE

"Intelligent" means vapour permeable [and in context of a VCL, variable/sensitive eg to 
temperature]

OSB board can be used (as in the Clapham Retrofit detail drawing)

Lime plaster can also act as an airtightness barrier.

Blue tape , airtightness tapes generally to deal with tricky geometry eg where joists meet 
walls
                                                                                                           
Details matter eg loft hatch being insulated and draught proof and having an effective 
closing mechanism.
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https://www.greenbuildingstore.co.uk/products/pro-clima-tescon-vana/


FUTURE STRESSES

WHATEVER SYSTEM - THINK OF THE FUTURE

How do you keep each type of system from being compromised?
How do you keep a breathable system, breathable? Like a drain, it mustn't be blocked.
How do you keep a moisture-closed system moisture closed?   Can't have cracks.

Stuttgart Institute of Building Physics example study 

Took a 1m x 1m piece of thermal board, plasterboard +VCL bonded to 140mm PIR
Tested it for thermal resistance and water leakage
Then cut a 1mm wide line down the surface of the board.
Set temperatures to -10 degrees C on the outside, 20 degrees inside

U value before the cut = 0.3
U value after the cut = 1.44

IE 4.8 times worth thermally.

Water leakage before the cut = 0.5g in 24 hours
Water leakage after the cut = 800g in 24 hours ie nearly a litre

That's 1600 times worse. Basically a massive difference just with a hairline crack.

MATERIALS & OVERHEATING

Big issue - especially with large areas of south-facing glass, especially in summer.

CIBSE TM 59 assessments (MHCLG study Sept 2019) all the studied dwellings failed, flats 
were worst.

Poor sleep, sick building, poor air quality.

1 in 5 overheat now - higher temperatures  will become the norm in future, need to design
against them.

Thermal mass is good.  Manage overheating - by materials, shading and glazing.
Minimal additional cost of passive cooling features eg sunshading, vent towers - at design 
stage.

Materials: hemp, woodfibre, cellulose are denser than eg mineral wool or PIR etc

BRE Passivhaus Primer, Passivhaus Insulation Guide, Greenspec - all have data on this.
Some include data on environmental impacts including embodied energy.
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SOME DISTRIBUTORS - for materials [not widely available]
                                            
Natural Building Technologies - Aylesbury
Back To Earth - Devon [we are using them on Wilder Street for UDI woodfibre boards]
Ecomerchant - in Swindon
Ecological Building Systems - Cumbria 
The Green Building Store (more a consultancy than a distributor)

                                                                                                          
SUMMARY (BY WK)

BASIC POINTS

• You need to invest time at the beginning to avoid mistakes which can be costly.
• Your building needs to be "retrofit-ready". Ideally that means stripped out with all 

structural flaws identified and then basic repairs done. 
• Doing a single element like external wall insulation needs careful thought. There 

are usually knock-on consequences. The Preston retrofit - hundreds of houses simply
overclad without looking at detailing of openings or ventilation - fungal hell.

• Design the whole envelope and services together, use tools to analyse, take client 
with you.

STRATEGIES

• vapour tight construction works better with eg timber or sfs frame, with eg 
rainscreen cladding - can use higher U value insulation if it's kept dry

• vapour permeable - "breathable" - works better with solid brick or stone buildings
• but there is a possibility of mix and match especially where buildings have been 

modified over time

SOME DETAILS TO WATCH

• Floors and skirtings / covings
• Jambs - massive cold bridge potential
• Eaves - detail to roof especially if different strategies for each element
• Ductwork - good ventilation means big ducts, need to allow space

TRAINING - needed for architects, engineers, tradespeople, site workers

OPPORTUNITIES -  massive job to be done, no government can ignore it for ever.

see also
RETROFITTING TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS (1) PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE B
RETROFITTING TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS (2) CASE STUDIES
which I will publish notes on when completed
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